The Biconjugate A-orthogonal residual stabilized method named as BiCORSTAB was proposed by , where the numerical experiments therein demonstrate that the BiCORSTAB method converges more smoothly than the Bi-Conjugate Gradient stabilized (BiCGSTAB) method in some circumstances. In order to further stabilize the convergence behavior and hopefully to accelerate the convergence speed of the BiCORSTAB algorithm when it has erratic convergence curves, a quasi-minimal residual variant of the BiCORSTAB algorithm, named as QMRCORSTAB, will be developed and investigated for solving nonsymmetric systems of linear equations borrowing the same further-smooth-effect idea for the QMRCGSTAB method. Numerical experiments on typical sets of both sparse and dense matrices will show that the proposed QMRCORSTAB method shares attractive smoother effect over its basic parent and also outperforms its counterpart.
Introduction
Krylov subspace methods with preconditioning techniques are widely used for iterative solution of large sparse linear system
where A is a nonsymmetric n × n matrix, and b is an n-vector. One of the most popular iterative methods for the above system is the generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method proposed by Saad and Schultz [1, 2] . The method tries to find appropriate approximate solution which minimizes the residual over the m-dimensional Krylov subspace x 0 + K m (A, r 0 ) generated by A and an initial residual r 0 = b − Ax 0 with an initial guess x 0 . However, it turns to impractical when m becomes large because of the growth of memory and computational requirements as m increases. To limit the cost of GMRES, it is often restarted after each cycle of m iterations, which produces the restarted GMRES method denoted by GMRES(m) [1] . Restarting GMRES deteriorates convergence significantly. Several techniques have been proposed in the past few years that attempt to tackle this kind of problem; see, to name a few, [3] [4] [5] [6] for recent work on deflation and augmentation accelerating techniques.
Another well-known popular Krylov subspace method for solving this system is the Biconjugate Gradient (BiCG) method proposed by Fletcher [7] . However, the BiCG method shows irregular convergence behavior. Many ingenious methods have been devoted to improving the performance of the BiCG method, such as the Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGS) method developed by Sonneveld [8] , the van der Vorst's Biconjugate Gradient stabilized (BiCGSTAB) method [9] , the BiCGSTAB2 method by Gutknecht [10] , the BiCGSTAB(l) method by Sleijpen and Fokkema [11] , and the Generalized Product-type method based on BiCG (GPBiCG) method introduced by Zhang [12] .
Recently, a new family, named Biconjugate A-orthogonal Residual (BiCOR) family, of efficient short-recurrence methods for solving the system of linear equations (1) , was proposed by Jing, Huang, Zhang, et al. [13] and Carpentieri, Jing and Huang [14] . The BiCOR family of solvers shows their competitiveness with other popular Krylov solvers in use today in different scientific and engineering applications [15, 16] , especially when memory is a concern. The first variant of the BiCOR family of iterative methods-the BiCOR method, gives much smoother convergence behavior and often converges faster than the BiCG method. Based on certain product-type variants of the BiCG method, Jing, Huang, Zhang, et al. [13] presented the Conjugate A-orthogonal Residual Squared (CORS) method and the Biconjugate A-orthogonal Residual stabilized (BiCORSTAB) method. The same residual polynomial of the BiCOR method is still used in the CORS method, i.e., the BiCOR residual polynomial is squared in the CORS method. Therefore, the convergence of the CORS method may be more erratic than that of the BiCOR method when the BiCOR method has irregular convergence behavior. In order to overcome this kind of convergence problem, the BiCORSTAB method has been established sharing the same strategies with the BiCGSTAB method. While the BiCORSTAB method works well in many cases, it still has quite erratic oscillation in some difficult problems; see e.g., the experiments reported in [13] on the HB/young1c matrix problem from aero research applications in the Harwell/Boeing collection [17] . Based on the idea of BiCORSTAB, various generalized methods have been proposed such as GPBiCOR [18] and BiCORSTAB2 [19] .
For the Lanczos-type product methods are often faced with apparently irregular convergence behaviors, along with the associated problems of round-off errors, in practice, a method with smoother convergence behavior is more desirable [20] . In such cases, Freund proposed the QMR method [21] , and its transpose-free variant (TFQMR) [22] by quasi-minimizing the residual norms generated by the CGS method. Similarly, an approach called QMRCGSTAB to smooth the highly erratic convergence behavior of the BiCGSTAB method was proposed by Chan, Gallopoulos, Simoncini et al. [23] ; for related references, we refer to [24, 25, 20, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In this paper, combining the best of the BiCORSTAB method and the QMR-type strategies [21, 22] , a quasi-minimal residual variant of the BiCORSTAB method, named QMRCORSTAB will be developed to overcome the irregular convergence behavior of the BiCORSTAB method having in mind the idea for the development of the QMRCGSTAB method [23] . Moreover, explicit formulations of the approximate residual vectors at each iteration will be provided for both the QMRCORSTAB and QMRCGSTAB methods, whereas the true residual vectors are used for the implementation of the QMRCGSTAB method in [23] . It will be numerically demonstrated that the proposed new variant-QMRCORSTAB outperforms its counterpart-QMRCGSTAB as well as its basic parent-BiCORSTAB in certain circumstances. It is remarked that almost simultaneously Abe and Sleijpen [31] independently developed the hybrid BiCR variants for solving nonsymmetric linear systems by replacing the BiCG part in the residual polynomial of the hybrid BiCG methods with BiCR [32] , but the comparison of the BiCOR family of solvers [13] and the hybrid BiCR variants [31] is not the emphasis of this paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A brief description of the BiCORSTAB method is recalled in Section 2 and its quasi-minimal residual variant with explicit formulations of the approximate residual vectors provided each iteration is presented in Section 3. Numerical experiments on typical sets of both sparse and dense matrices are reported to show the smoother effect of the QMRCORSTAB method than the BiCORSTAB method as well as the associated efficiency obtained over the QMRCGSTAB method in Section 4. Finally, some perspectives are made in Section 5.
Throughout this paper, we denote by A T and A H the transpose and conjugate transpose of A, respectively. ⟨x, y⟩ = x H y denotes the Euclidean inner product with ∥x∥ denoting the Euclidean norm ∥x∥ = √
x H x. For p ∈ R + , [p] is the integer part of p. The nested Krylov subspace of dimension k generated by A from v is of the form
The BiCORSTAB algorithm
Given an initial guess x 0 to the complex nonsymmetric linear system (1), we consider an oblique projection method onto K m (A, v 1 ) and orthogonal to L m (A, w 1 ), taking v 1 = r 0 ∥r 0 ∥ 2 and w 1 is arbitrary, provided ⟨w 1 , Av 1 ⟩ ̸ = 0, which is often chosen to be equal to where L m = A H K m (A H , w 1 ). Exploiting the glorious idea of the BiCGSTAB [9] method, Jing, Huang, Zhang, et al. [13] developed the BiCORSTAB algorithm. The BiCORSTAB produces iterates whose residual vectors satisfy
and direction vectors are defined as
in which, ψ i , φ i and π i are Lanczos-type polynomials of degree less than or equal to i satisfying φ i (0) = 1. Specifically, ψ i (t) is defined by the simple recurrence ψ i+1 (t) = (1 − ω i t)ψ i (t) in which the scalar ω i is to be determined. The pseudocode for the left preconditioned BiCORSTAB algorithm [13] is shown as in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Left preconditioned BiCORSTAB method.
1: Compute r 0 = b − Ax 0 for some initial guess x 0 .
2: Choose r
is a polynomial in t. (For example, r * 0 = Ar 0 ). 3: for i = 1, 2, . . . do
4:
solve Mz i−1 = r i−1 5:ẑ = Az i−1 6: 
:
solve
25:
26:
check convergence; continue if necessary for continuation it is necessary that ω i−1 ̸ = 0 28: end for
The QMRCORSTAB algorithm
The algorithm to be proposed in this section is derived from the BiCORSTAB algorithm, inspired by the QMRCGSTAB algorithm [23] which combines virtues of BiCGSTAB and quasi-minimal principle. The vectors s i and r i+1 generated by Algorithm 1 are as follows:
We set
Similarly, w m and δ m are defined as
With these settings, Eq. (2) is translated into a single equation
Reformulate Eq. (6) into matrix form as
where Y k = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k ] , W k+1 = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k , w k+1 ) and B k is the (k + 1) × k bidiagonal matrix, i.e.,
One main relation that we should mention here is that the columns of Y k and W k will span the same subspace of K k (A, r 0 ), where the basis of span {Y k } is generated by the BiCORSTAB method. Any vector x k in x 0 + K k (A, r 0 ) can be written as
Hence, using Eq. (7) and w 1 = r 0 , the residual can be written as
where e k+1
In fact, the columns of W k+1 are not orthogonal to each other. We can multiply W k+1 from the right-hand side by a scaling matrix to make its each column have a 2-norm equal to unity. Let this scaling matrix be the inverse of the matrix Σ k+1 = diag(σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ k+1 ) and set σ k = ∥w k ∥, then we can rewrite Eq. (8) as
where
The ideal solution is to determine z k by minimizing the 2-norm of the right-hand side of Eq. (9) . We apply the strategy of the QMR method to Eq. (9), i.e., we solve the least-squares problem min z
It is easy to verify that the BiCORSTAB iterates x k satisfy the following form:
defining H k to be the k × k matrix obtained from H k+1 by deleting its last row. Then Eq. (10) can be rewritten as:
Since H k+1 is an upper Hessenberg matrix, QR decomposition with Givens rotations is the best way for us to choose. Moreover, exploiting Lemma 4.1 in [22] , the QMRCORSTAB iterates satisfy the relations
Setting
the above expression for x k becomes
From Eqs. (11)-(14), a recurrence relation from d k can be extracted as
In practice, stopping criterion for convergence check is usually based on the 2-norm ∥r k ∥ 2 of the residual vector r k associated with x k . However, the residual vectors r k 's are not explicitly shown in the QMRCORSTAB method as well in the QMRCGSTAB method [23] . The following inequality provides an upper bound on the residual norm
However, in practical algorithmic implementations, we would prefer to choose the updated residual norms for the stopping criterion. Moreover, in order to reduce the number of matrix-vector multiplications in practice instead of computing the true residual vector r k = b − Ax k at each iteration in [23] , we can update the approximate residual vectors r k explicitly as
by left multiplying Eq. (17) by A on both sides, namely,
and together with Eqs. (6) and (16). Algorithm 2 is a version of the left preconditioned QMRCGSTAB method with explicit approximate residual vectors updated per iterations, which is not available in the original QMRCGSTAB method in [23] . Combining Eqs. 
check norm of r i ; if small enough then stop 27:t = Azs i−1 28 :
solve Mẑt =t 30 :
: Eqs. (13), (16)- (19) , it is straightforward to derive the QMRCORSTAB algorithm, whose pseudocode with left preconditioner is illustrated as in Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, the r BG and r BO represent the residual vectors respectively generated by the BiCGSTAB and BiCORSTAB methods. Similar to the notation in Algorithm 1, a prefix z is added to preconditioned variables, and a hat symbolˆis used for matrix-vector products.
A comparison of the computational cost per iteration for the BiCORSTAB, QMRCGSTAB and QMRCORSTAB methods is given in Table 1 , where MVPs, DOTs and AXPYs denote the number of matrix-vector products, the number of inner products and the number of operations of the form ''(scalar) × (vector) + (vector)'', respectively. It is noted from Table 1 that the QMRCORSTAB method needs more DOTs and AXPYs than both the QMRCGSTAB and BiCORSTAB methods, but the numerical experiments in the coming section will verify the advantages of the QMRCORSTAB method over both the QMRCGSTAB and BiCORSTAB methods from the points of view of smooth convergence behavior and fast convergence rate in most circumstances. 
28:
check norm of r i ; if small enough then stop 30:
solve Mzt = t 33:
38:
check convergence; continue if necessary 42: end for 
Numerical experiments
In this section, we report three typical sets of numerical experiments with the BiCORSTAB, QMRCGSTAB and QMRCORSTAB methods. For the detailed comparison and analysis of the BiCGSTAB and QMRCGSTAB method, we refer to [23] . The sets of test matrices are respectively obtained from a partial differential operator for a three-dimensional convection-diffusion problem discretized by finite difference scheme, numerical solution of boundary integral equations in radar-cross-section calculation of three-dimensional objects in electromagnetic scattering by the Method of Moments, and the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [17] . The experiments have been carried out in double precision floating point arithmetic with MATLAB (Version 7.0.4.365 (R14) Service Pack 2 with License Number 254509) on PC-Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3630QM CPU 2.40 GHz, 8 GB RAM. Here we use Iters and Trr to denote the number of iterations and log 10 of MVPs is twice Iters. In all the context, a zero initial guess is taken. The stopping criterion used here is that the 2-norm of the approximate residual be reduced by a factor (referred to as targeted backward error Tol) of the 2-norm of the initial residual, i.e., ∥r k ∥ 2 /∥r 0 ∥ 2 ≤ Tol, or when Iters exceeded the maximal iteration number (referred to as MAXIT ). Whenever the considered problem contains no right-hand side to the original linear system Ax = b, let b = Ae, where e is the n × 1 vector whose elements are all equal to unity, such that x = (1, 1, . . . , 1) T is the exact solution. The convergence histories
show MVPs (on the horizontal axis) versus 2-norms of the approximate relative residuals (on the vertical axis) in all figures. A symbol ''-'' is used to indicate that the method did not meet the required Tol before MAXIT or did not converge at all.
A three-dimensional convection-diffusion problem
In this problem, the necessity for the development of the QMRCORSTAB method as well as its efficiency obtained will be justified in comparison with its counterpart-the QMRCGSTAB method [23] and its basic parent-the BiCORSTAB method [13] by contriving some testing matrices generated by the central finite difference scheme to discretize a three-dimensional (3D) convection-diffusion equation [23] L(u) = − u + γ (xu x + yu y + zu z ) + βu on the unit cube with different settings for the parameters γ , β and gridsize (representing grid size) involved. The resulting coefficient matrix is then of order n = gridsize 3 . For typically comprehensive comparison, three sets of parameter settings are designed by varying the parameters γ , β and gridsize separately as shown in Table 2 . For the convenience of observing influences of different values of these three parameters on the solvability of these involving three iterative solvers, each set starts with the basic parameter setting of γ = 50, β = −100, and gridsize = 15 as taken for the Example 4 in [23] . As will be noticed for these specifically designed experiments that for this operator, not only large values in magnitude of γ but also β will add the unfavorable solvable difficulty for the BiCGSTAB-type methods; see [23, 33, 34] for related discussions.
No preconditioning was used. Here, we set Tol = 10 −8 and MAXIT = 2000. The comparative figures are listed in Table 3 and the convergence histories are displayed in Figs. 1-3 correspondingly to the three sets of parameter settings.
The QMRCORSTAB method outperforms the QMRCGSTAB method in all cases in terms of MVPs, especially when β = −300 in Set 2 (β) and gridsize = 21 in Set 3 (gridsize). For the comparison between the QMRCORSTAB and BiCORSTAB methods, the former indeed adds dramatically favorable smoothing effect to the latter, since the latter has irregular convergence behaviors along its convergence history. And with the increasing values in magnitude of these three parameters, the QMRCORSTAB method turns to be better than the BiCORSTAB method in terms of MVPs. In addition, it is observed in the last plot of Fig. 2 and the last line for Set 2 (β) in Table 3 , all the three solvers cannot converge to the targeted accuracy because of stagnancy for the case of β = −400 in Set 2 (β), which means the yielding problem associated with this case becomes more difficult to solve for the three solvers. However, the QMRCORSTAB method can converge to the accuracy of Tol = 10 −6 with MVPs = 1788 while the other two solvers cannot in this case.
Electromagnetic problems
The second set of linear systems arises from the numerical solution of boundary integral equations in radar-crosssection (RCS) calculation of 3D objects in electromagnetic scattering. The underlying mathematical model is called the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE). We point the reader to, e.g., [35, page 25] for a thorough description of this model. The EFIE formulation can be applied to arbitrary geometries, including those with open surfaces and cavities, hence it is very popular in scattering analysis. The Method of Moments discretization gives rise to indefinite and ill-conditioned Table 2 . Table 4 Set and characteristics of test matrix problems (listed in order of increasing size).
Example
Size Frequency (MHz) Geometry systems that are notoriously tough to solve by iterative methods, compared to other surface integral formulations for the same application [36] . The pertinent data matrix A is dense, complex, non-Hermitian; the right-hand side b varies with the frequency and the direction of the illuminating wave. In earlier work, the authors have reported on the remarkable robustness and efficiency of the BiCORSTAB method for solving this problem class [15, 37] . In this section we analyse numerically the effect of the quasi-minimal residual strategy by running MATLAB experiments on selected matrix problems. In Table 4 we summarize the characteristics of the linear systems that we considered in our experiments, corresponding to electromagnetic scattering from four different geometries. Although not large, their solution demanded considerable computer resources in MATLAB. e.g., storing the pertinent linear system for the cylinder problem (Example 4) requires around 370 Mb RAM when symmetry is not exploited. Larger problems would need a Fortran implementation of the solvers. However, the selected problems are representative of realistic RCS calculation and are difficult to solve for iterative methods due to indefiniteness of the data matrix. On the small satellite problem (Example 2, n = 1699), the un-preconditioned BiCORSTAB method required 1305.5 iterations to reduce the initial residual by eight orders of magnitude starting from the zero vector and using a physical right-hand side; the QMRCORSTAB method required 1289 iterations and the QMRCGSTAB method 1406 iterations. On the largest system, Table 2 . the cylinder problem (Example 4), the BiCORSTAB method required 1540.5 iterations, the QMRCORSTAB method 1461.5 iterations and the QMRCGSTAB method 1493.5 iterations. Therefore, preconditioning is critically needed. The choice of effective preconditioning methods for boundary integral equations is a difficult issue on its own hand, see e.g. discussions in [36] . In our experiments, we preconditioned the linear system by using a multilevel inverse-based incomplete LU factorization. We point the reader to [38] for a detailed description of this preconditioner, and to [39] for an assessment of its performance for solving the EFIE formulation. The preconditioner was computed from a sparse approximation to the dense coefficient matrix, constructed by retaining the, say k, largest entries per column of A. We chose k < 100 for every problem, and tuned this parameter according to the size of the system to solve. We clearly see from the results of Table 5 and from the convergence histories shown in Fig. 4 the good potential of the quasi-minimal residual strategy to smooth the residual and to improve the performance of the BiCORSTAB method to some extent. In most of our runs, the QMRCORSTAB method outperformed the QMRCGSTAB method. Table 2 . 
Test problems from University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection
Finally, in order to further demonstrate the advantages gained by applying the quasi-minimal residual strategy to the BiCORSTAB method, a few more but not extensive test problems as listed in Table 6 are borrowed in the Matrix Market format from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [17] to compare the QMRCORSTAB method with the BiCORSTAB and QMRCGSTAB methods. The targeted backward error is Tol = 10 −8 and MAXIT = 4000 for all tests. No preconditioning was used except for Quaglino/viscoplastic1, where an ILU(0) preconditioner was implemented to ensure the convergence within a reasonable amount of iterations.
Numerical results are presented in Table 7 and the corresponding convergence histories are shown in Fig. 5 . It is demonstrated again that the QMRCORSTAB method shares much smoother convergence behavior than the BiCORSTAB method and it is better than (at least almost the same as) the latter in terms of MVPs. Moreover, the QMRCORSTAB method is quite competitive with its counterpart-the QMRCGSTAB method in such kinds of problems. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a QMRCORSTAB method based on the quasi-minimization of the residual using standard Givens rotations that lead to methods with short-term recurrences and smooth convergence curves. The numerical experiments verified that the QMRCORSTAB method converges more smoothly than the basic BiCORSTAB method, especially gives better performance when the BiCORSTAB method has irregular convergence behaviors with oscillations along the convergence history. However, it is commented that along with our experimental implementation, the QMR-type variants are observed to be sensitive to system properties, right-hand side and preconditioner chosen; see [40] [41] [42] for relevant issues and analyses. Also as pointed out by Simoncini and Szyld [6] that it is still challenging to substantially improve the performance of Krylov subspace method on large applications, when no a priori information on the problem is available. By the way, all the above algorithms can be implemented with various deflated and augmented techniques to accelerate convergence speed [3, 5] , which is another further issue to be discussed. 
